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Orico 2.5" external hard drive enclosure
Turn your old hard drive into a useful  file  storage tool.  Orico's  transparent  external  enclosure supports  capacities  up to 4TB and data
transfer speeds up to 10Gbps. Easy to install and durable - it will work for many applications. The product is compatible with most 2.5"
HDD/SSD with SATA port. It also comes with a USB-C to USB-C cable.
 
Even faster data transfer
The USB 3.1 to SATA 3.0 connection and improved chip enable file transfer speeds of up to 10Gbps. So you can copy all the documents
you need in no time. Fast data writing and reading speeds not only allow you to conveniently back up data, but also to watch HD movies
or play games, for example.
 
Convenient to use and durable
The  product  is  made  of  durable  PC  plastic,  which  provides  it  with  shock  and  scratch  resistance,  durability  and  extremely  low
susceptibility to wear and tear. An additional advantage of the case is its transparency, so you can easily check what hard drive is inside
and find the right files. You don't have to describe everything anymore - just take a look!
 
Energy savings
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The design of  the chassis incorporates smart features to help you enjoy even greater performance and reliability.  After 10 minutes of
inactivity, the device automatically goes into sleep mode, which not only reduces power consumption, but also ensures your safety of
use.
 
More storage space
You no longer have to worry about running out of space to store your files. The Orico enclosure supports hard drives with a capacity of up
to  4TB.  That  means  you  can  store  a  lot  of  pictures,  music,  movies,  documents  and  even  programs  without  any  problems.  Your
possibilities are almost limitless!
 
You install it without tools
The enclosure is extremely easy and quick to install. You don't even have to use additional tools - just slide the specially designed cover.
The product is also distinguished by wide compatibility. You can easily install all kinds of 2,5" hard drives with SATA port in it.
 
Useful cable included
The  kit  also  includes  a  practical  USB-C  to  USB-C  cable  to  make  your  work  even  easier.  Characterized  by  a  high-purity  copper core
provides fast data transmission and a reliable source of power. With it you can copy all the files you need in just a few moments!
 
Brand
Orico
Model
2139C3-G2-CR-BP
Compatibility
2.5" hard drives with SATA interface (up to 9.5mm)
Output
USB 3.1, Gen2, USB-C
Supported Capacity
Up to 4TB
Systems Supported
Windows 2000/XP/7/8/10, Linux, Mac OS 9.1 or above

Preço:

€ 14.50
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